Medium Term Plan: Religious Education
Key Stage 1, Year B Hindu dharma (2)
Key Question (to be used all year): How do we respond to the things that really matter?
Focus Question (for this investigation): How might people express their devotion?
Concepts:
Transcendence
Belief
Worship
Tradition
Morality
Commitment
Identity
Interdependence
Key Vocabulary: Hindu, God, Brahman, worship, qualities, devotion, deities, Mandir, shrine, puja tray, Shiva,
Vishnu, Brahma, Lakshmi, Durga, Saraswat, bell, incense holder, incense stick, diva lamp, water pot and spoon,
kum kum powder Arti ceremony
Prior learning: An understanding of what Hindus believe about God.
Core Knowledge: In depth study
• Identify a special event or person e.g. Mother’s Day, Celebration Assembly. Discuss how the occasion or person
is made to feel special. Brainstorm ways that children show parents or close friends that they are special and
valued.
• Talk about what it means to be devoted to something/someone.
• Look at images of football supporters – what symbols do they use to show their devotion?
• Explain that in Hinduism, there is believed to be one God (Brahman) who can be seen in many ways. This is often
explained as one God in many forms.
• Look at some pictures of various Hindu deities (e.g. Shiva, Vishu, Brahma, Lakshmi, Durga, Saraswati). Explain the
role of each deity and ask children to suggest why they are portrayed the way they are – e.g. How might the
objects that they are holding help them in their role?
• Introduce the vocabulary ‘arti’ (the ritual) and ‘puja’ (the act of worship).
• Explore the items on a puja tray and ask the children to think about what it may be for (bell, incense holder and
incense stick, diva lamp, water pot and spoon and kum kum powder to put on the worshipper’s head).
• Create a list of questions about the object on a puja tray.
• Compare images of shrines in the home and mandir. Talk about the similarities and differences.
• Ask the children to think about what is special to them. Create an area in the classroom to put special objects
from home or paint pictures of them. Encourage children to give reason for their choices.
• Play some Indian music to set the correct atmosphere and look at some of the objects in the special space.
Maintain a calm environment where everyone is quiet and respectful of each other.
Key Questions: How might people show their devotion?
What really matters?
Wo and what is really special to us?
What qualities do special people and special objects have?
How do we show gratitude, respect and devotion to the people that really matter to us?
Who and what is really special to me?
Am I devoted to anyone or anything?
How do I show my gratitude for the things that really matter?
Wider Influences: worth being familiar with
• Mandir – a place of Hindu worship.
• Where possible, invite a Hindu to demonstrate an Arti ceremony or arrange a visit to a Mandir.
• Become familiar with the act of rituals.
Enduring Understanding:
• To understand Hindus believe in one God (Brahman) who can be worshipped in many forms & each have
different qualities and are portrayed in different ways.
• To suggest why Hindus might believe that it is important to show devotion to the deities.

• To explain that Hindus might worship at a Mandir and/or the home shrine & suggest why worship in the home
might be important.
• To describe the meaning and symbolism of items used in worship (e.g. items on the puja tray).

